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ABSTRACT

An investigation is made of generalized pattern recognition
by simulating parallel plane threshold devices.

A model of patterns

defined in terms of probability functions and autocorrelation is
discussed.

A method is developed to predict initial and final error

rates of the simulated recognizer, assuming a probability function
with and without autocorrelation.

The method of computer simulation

of both the recognizer and the process for generation of a pseudo
random sequence of input vectors is discussed.

The results of

several experiments on the generalization capability of the recog
nizer are presented, and the conclusions are discussed.

vii

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The problem of pattern recognition is becoming Increasingly
important in the communication with digital computers»

As new

applications are being found for computers in both scientific and
non-scientific fields, the need arises for rapid and accurate recog

nition of various types of input signals or error signals, partic
ularly in the presence of noise.

Pattern recognition is a process

of decision making in which a new input is recognized as a member of
one of a group of classes by finding which class has the most attri
butes in common with the attributes of the new input.^

The major

requirement for a pattern recognition system is the ability to recog
nize class membership based on some decision function formulated
from past experience.
A distinction must be made between pattern recognition and
machine nlearning’9.

A machine "learns" when it possesses the ability

to formulate a generalized decision function for all cases, having
only beqn exposed to the properties of a subset of typical cases.
A pattern recognition system may or may not be a "learning" system.
An adaptive pattern recognition system is a type of "learning14
system; being' adaptive, it must be able to classify inputs more
accurately as more are submitted.

In other words the rate of error

in classification must decrease as more inputs are received.

Such a

machine can be said to be generalizing on the basis of knowledge
acquired.

In this paper a method is discussed and implemented to

measure the adaptive capability of a pattern recognition system.
The recognition of recurring inputs, on the other hand, is a form of
rote "learning" which does not involve any generalization capability;
it only involves having a large memory capacity.
An example of non-adaptive pattern recognition is the system
proposed by Sebestyen.^

Patterns are represented by vectors in an N

dimensional observation space.

The vectors, v ^ = (v i »v2 ..... ,VN^i*

are written in terms of all the known information about an event.

A

set of events is a group of points scattered within some region of
the observation space.

The decision function is a transformation on

the observation space so that points in the same class are mapped
close together in a new group; it is distinct from other groups of
points in other classes.

Classification is made after the observa

tion of a small set of typical patterns.
when made, applies to all new cases.

Ideally, the decision rule,

Failure to do this results in

a classification error rate of something less than 100%.
Examples of adaptive pattern recognition are the Perceptron
o
network

and a network described by Mattson.

1

Both systems are

characterized by the recognition of Boolean threshold functions which
can be synthesized with linear threshold devices such as resistortransistor switching circuits.

A Boolean function, FCx^xXg,

of N variables is a threshold function if there exists a set of

x^),

constant weights, w^, and a threshold value, T, such that
N
S
i=l
(1)

N

S

Z

w 1x i

F(x 1 ,x2 ,----,xN ) = 0

T

1=1

where S is the Boolean vector magnitude.
O
The Perceptron model,

illustrated in Figure 1, develops some

"learning" of the input-output relationship through repeated presen
tations of input and desired output patterns.

The sensory inputs

are mapped to the associative unit, a simulated nerve network,
through a system of fixed weights.

The weighted, or transformed,

inputs are then mapped through a set of variable weights to response
units.

An error occurs when the state of the response unit is not

the desired state for the given input pattern.
is fed back and the weights are adjusted.

The error information

A correction is brought

about only when an erroneous response is made; this process is termed
error correcting "forced learning".

The major limitation of this

model is that only a small number of logical functions can be ade
quately classified with a given set of possible weights.

Also, while

the "forced learning" mode of operation has been verified as an adap
tive process by computer simulations, a zero error rate has not been
approached.

The error rate might be improved if the system could

adjust weights according to some decision rule every time any r e 
sponse is obtained.

A method of continuous correction is investi

gated to a great extent later in this paper.
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Figure 1

Mattson

Perceptron model

discusses the representation of weights and thresh

olds as hyperplanes in an N dimensional space.

Boolean functions

satisfying (1) are said to be linearly separable.

A threshold, or

hyperplane, is the physical representation of the separation of
functions into two distinct classes.

Many times, however, one hyper

plane cannot separate all points in one class from those in another.
An example of the use of multiple hyperplanes is illustrated in
Figure 2.

The pattern recognition system has optimum classification

ability according to the best adjustments of threshold and weights,
which are implemented by a displacement of the hyperplane from the
origin and rotation of the hyperplane, respectively.

This system

adapts only on a set of typical "learning” vectors.
The parallel plane pattern recognition system proposed by
Barr"* is based on (1) and is similar to the one discussed by Mattson
in that vectors are separated into two classes by a set of multiple
hyperplanes in space.

However, the set of weights used are fixed,

hyperplane

i<

FW

Figure 2

^

class 1 vector

O

class 0 vector

,X2 ,X3^ = *1*2*3 + *1*2*3

Partitioning vectors with multiple hyperplanes per class

making the hyperplanes all parallel.

The hyperplanes do not rotate

in space, although the threshold values are allowed to change.

A

mapping of vector magnitudes and hyperplanes, according to Barr, is
illustrated in Figure 3.

The selection of weights may be made so

that no two vectors are mapped to the same point.

After a given

vector has been mapped onto the S axis and the partitions have been
inserted or adjusted, it will always be classified correctly if
received again.

Unlike the Perceptron and Mattson's system, thresh

olds are continually being adjusted, with or without classification
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Figure 3

error.

Parallel plane observation space

The adjustments are made so that the partitions are always

midway between two vectors of different classes.
In order to test the adaptive capability of his proposed
recognizer, Barr used Boolean vector representations of the letter
"I" and noisy variations of it to designate class 1.
tors constituted class 0.

All other vec

The results showed that the recognizer had

some adaptive capability when 1100 vectors were used from a 16 dimen
sional function.

Less than % of the vectors submitted, however,

were of class 1.

The results also indicated that by using different

sets of weights, significant changes in the recognizer's classifi
cation ability resulted.
In this paper an investigation is made on the recognition of
generalized patterns by simulating parallel plane threshold devices
in a manner similar to Barr's.
pattern that can be

No limit is placed on the type of

classified except that the pattern must be able

to be described in terms of a probability function.

The probability

functions considered are not to be confused with probability densities
although they are proportional to commonly used densities*

Input

vectors are generated in a random fashion, and the recognizer .can
classify five times as many vectors as the one proposed by Barr.
The purpose of the investigation is to measure$, more accurately, the
generalization capability of the parallel plane recognizer.

CHAPTER 2

THE PARALLEL PLANE RECOGNITION PROCESS

The parallel plane recognition process for generalized
patterns is composed of three separate units.
entire system is shown in Figure 4.

A block diagram of the

The first unit generates a

pseudo-random sequence of numbers; the numbers are the decimal equiv
alents of N dimensional Boolean vectors.

The second unit, the con

troller, computes the desired classification of the given vector, as
a function of its decimal value,* on the basis of a given absolute
probability function and an autocorrelation function which describe
the input pattern.

The probability function, P(F(A^)=1

A^), rep

resents the probability of a given vector, A ^ , being classified a 1.
Classes 1 and 0 are possible.

Throughout the remainder of this paper

the shortened form, P ^ , will be used to designate the given function,
A more detailed discussion of this is given in the next chapter.
The third unit, the recognizer, is discussed thoroughly in
the following paragraphs.

The recognizer receives an N dimensional

Boolean vector from the controller, classifies it according to the
position of the vector magnitude which is calculated from (1), deter
mines whether or not an error has occurred by comparison with the
desired classification, and then adjusts the partitions to take the
new vector into account.
8

9

Controller

Pseudo-random

of desired

generation of

vector
classification

Boolean vectors

class

vector

Paralle 1
plane
recognizer

Figure 4

Parallel plane recognition system

Initially, a set of approximately 25 typical "learning" vec
tors is generated.

The set is then mapped onto the S axis (Figure 3)

and vectors are classified the same as the desired classification.
Partitions are placed between two adjacently mapped vectors in every
case for which two adjacent vectors are not of the same class.

When

this has been done, all vectors between a given pair of adjacent
partitions should be of the same class.
Each new vector is classified by an identical process.
it is mapped onto the S axis according to (1).

First,

The vector may be

mapped onto a partition or between two partitions.

If it is mapped

between partitions it is classified the same as the other vector or

10
vectors between the same two partitions.

If it is mapped onto a par-

tition, the recognizer classifies it as if its magnitude were slightly
larger than the magnitude of the partition.

An example , illustrated

in Figure 5; shows the four possible ways an input vector can be
classified a 1.

Class 1 vectors are designated by the letter HXTf

and class 0 vectors by the letter'

In any of the cases, the

recognizer classifies the input vector the same as the vector it is
mapped closest to.

When it is mapped exactly midway between two vec

tors, it is classified the same as the one with the larger magnitude.
The recognizer classification is compared to the desired
classification generated by the controller.

If the classifications

agree, the partition nearest the input vector is adjusted so that
it lies midway between the vectors it already separates.

Figure 6

illustrates the results of adjusting the partitions for cases (a),
(b)3 and (c) of Figure 5, assuming the classifications are in agree
ment.

In (d) no adjustment is, required.
Classification errors may occur in several ways.

shown in Figure 7 .

These are

Note that the input vectors in the figures are

shown according to their desired classifications.

One type of error

is caused by a vector of one class being mapped between two vectors
of another class.

Another type occurs when a vector of one class is

mapped nearest to a vector of a different class; that is, it is mapped
on the wrong side of a partition.

If an error occurs, the input

vector is reclassified according to the desired classification. * if
an error is committed similar to (a) in Figure 7, two new partitions

11

unclassified
input vector

partition
I

IG *— s
(a)

I

— o— g — x—

!

:

(b)

(c)

s

0 -----X-S

X

(d)

Figure 5

Possible ways of classifying a vector as a 1

I
— * — X-- !

i

0

•
(a)

Figure 6

:

— e ---1-- X— X--- ti

i

--- 0 -I- X--- X---- s

!
(b)

(c)

Result of adjusting partitions for the first three cases
in Figure 5, assuming no classification error

must be inserted.
shifted.

S

In cases (b) and (c) the partitions shown must be

The resulting configurations are shown in Figure 8 .

the partitions are adjusted, the recognizer is ready to receive
another input vector for classification.

After
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input
vector

~x

input
vector

V

e -------- x— s

|\

— e ------}-e—x— s

(a)

Figure 7

input
vector

/;

—0 —x h

(b)

x(c)

Vector mappings causing classification error

i
i
-X— 1— 0-

(a)

Figure 8

-

6

-

-0-4-X-

-0-hX-

(b)

Adjustment of partitions in Figure 7

(c)

CHAPTER 3

REPRESENTATION OF PATTERNS BY A PROBABILISTIC MODEL

Many patterns that can be described by a probability function
can be classified by the recognizer.

The recognizer itself does not

depend on the probability function; but the controller, which submits
vectors to the recognizer, does.

The description of a pattern by a

probability function is an abstract mathematical model which may
represent some physical system.

It is the purpose of this investi

gation to measure the generalization capability of the recognizer,
given a probability function.
The model used here is also based on the assumption that
something is known about the autocorrelation between the classifi
cations of vectors of nearly equal magnitudes.

The autocorrelation

m a y , for example, account for variations in patterns due to noise in
the transmission of information.

Autocorrelation is usually defined

4
in terras of a function of two time instants, but in this investi
gation it is a function of the decimal values of two Boolean vectors.
Let

and X 2 be random variables, each having one of two possible

values of a Boolean function, representing the function of two input
vectors, A^ and A^.

Let the function be "+1" for A^ in class 1 and

"-1" for A^ in class 0.

The autocorrelation, Rx (A^.A^), is defined

as the expected value of the product of x^ and x^.
13

4

14

R x ( A 1, A 2 ) ~ E f x l x2}

(2)

Obviously from (2), the autocorrelation between two vectors is pro
portional to the number of times the vectors are of the same class.
The vector observation space will be most easily represented
by anaxis, labeled "A", to signify the decimal value of the Boolean
vector A^.

As

avector isreceived by the controller, it is mapped

to its proper location on the A axis.
Figure 9.

Arrows 1 and 4 point to locations where the new vector is

1

f

This is illustrated in

2

3

x*—Q - x ----------- # --------- E3-x— x ---------x

4

Q -----------y—0 Q - 0 —— a

origin
X - desired classification is 1

0 - desired classification is 0
□

Figure 9

- unclassified vectors

Vector mappings on the A axis for determination of the
desired classification

mapped very close to two vectors of the same class.

If the vectors'

classifications are positively correlated according to their posi
tions on the A axis, the probability that a new vector mapped at
arrow 1, will be classified a 1, is increased.
a vector at arrow 4 being classified a 0.

The same applies to

A vector mapped at arrow 2

is much nearer the class 1 vector and should have an increased prob
ability of being classified a 1.

A vector mapped at arrow 3 is not

15
close to any particular vector and therefore should not be considered
correlated with any vector already classified.

The Boolean function,

F(A^), of the points mapped in Figure 9 is illustrated in Figure 10.

F(Ai)=xi
+1

-X— X-

-e— e-

-1

Figure 10

Function of input desired classifications

The dotted lines represent the value of the function and are not to
be confused with partitions crossing the S axis which are assigned by
the recognizer.
The function, F(A^), is seen to be similar to the "random
telegraph wave" function.

3 4
*

Furthermore, since the locations on the

A axis are discrete, the Poisson distribution can be applied to this
function.

Letting A^ and A 2 be two adjacent vectors under investi
when A^ and A 2 are of the same class

gation, the product,
and -1 when

and A^ are of different classes.

A meaningful auto

correlation coefficient is found by applying the general method used

4
by Davenport and Root.

The letter "k" is the number of zero cross

ings made by F(A^) in the interval from A^ to A ^ .

16

Rx (W

" E { F <A 1)|'(A 2) }
= (-1) (-l)P(x1=-l ,x2=-l)

+

+

(-1) (l)P(x 1= -l >x 2= l)

( 1 ) (-l)P(x1 = l,X2=-1)

= P(x^=-l)P(k even)

-

P(x^=l)P(k odd)

^ l - P ( x 1=l)J P(k

even)

+

(1) (l)P(x1=l,X 2 = 1)

P(x^=-1)P(k odd)
+

P(x^=l)P(k even)

-

|\-P(x^ = l)
4

P(x^=l)^1-P(k even)J

lrP(k even)

P(x^=l)P(k even)

= P(k even) - P(x^*l)P(k even) - 1 4

P(k even) 4 P(x^=l)

- P(x^=l)P(k even) - P(x^=l) 4 P(x^=l)P(k even)

4 P(x^”l)P(k even)

= 2P(k even) - 1

Applying the Poisson density function with "a 11 being the average num
her of zero crossings p>er unit of A and "t" being equal to JA^-A^j,

1

1

= 2e-a t [ ^ ( e at ♦ e-a t )]

-

1

17

1 + e"2at

- 1

- e
«- 2at
=

(3)

The autocorrelation with previously classified vectors
affects the given probability function

.

Only two vectors in all 7

the one nearest the input vector on each side, are considered here
(see Figure 9).

No matter where a vector is mapped onto the A axis,

its probability of being classified a 1,

, is affected by auto

correlation with the nearest vectors already classified.
mapped nearer a class 1 vector, P ^
a class 0 vector, P ^

decreases.

increases.

If it is

If it is mapped nearer

Since the autocorrelation decreases

exponentially with increasing distance between vectors, for a new
vector not mapped close to any others, P ^

accurately describes the

actual P(x^=l) for the new vector.
Consistent with Poisson correlation, the following expressions
have been worked out to describe dependence of the classification of
a vector falling between and near two others.

It is felt that the

expressions signify realistically the changes necessary in P ^
autocorrelation for the various possible mappings.

due to

The four expres

sions are of the same exponential form in which already classified
class 1 vectors contribute to increasing P ^
tribute to decreasing P^^.

and class 0 vectors con

The affects of already classified vectors

of class 1 and class 0 are equal and opposite for any given distance
t.

Note that the variables t . t ,, and t
all represent the absoP
Pi
p2

lute value of the distance between the input vector and a class 1

18
vector.

The variables t^, tz^ , and

all represent the absolute

value of the distance between the input vector and a class 0 vector.

Case 1.

The input vector is mapped onto the A axis between a class 1
vector and a class 0 vector, closer to the class 1 vector.

P.
1

Case 2.

=P., + (l-P. .)e-2atptz/(tz't:p)
Ai
Ai

(4)

The input vector is mapped onto the A axis between a class 1
vector and a class 0 vector, closer to the class 0 vector.

P2

Case 3.

(5)

The input vector is mapped between two class 1 vectors.

P3

Case 4.

* PA i (1 ' e '2atP tz/<tp"tz))

*PAi + <1‘PAi)e’2at:Pll:p2/(tPl+tp2)

<6>

The input vector is mapped between two class 0 vectors.

P4

= PA i (l - e"2atzltz 2 ^ tzl+tz2^)

(7)

The two limiting possibilities for Case 1 are when tz=tp anc*
when t p ^ ^ t 2 with tp very small.

When the input vector is mapped

halfway between a 1 and a 0 vector, the exponential goes to zero and
P ^ P.., indicating no change due to autocorrelation.
1
Ai

When the input

vector is very close to the class 1 vector and tp < ^ tz > the

19
exponential approaches unity and

1, indicating maximum correlation,

When both t^ and tg are large, the exponential goes to zero.

when

The limiting possibilities for Case 2 are when t = t and
P
2
with tz very small. When t^= tz the exponential goes to

zero and

as in Case 1.

However, when the input vector is

close to the class 0 vector and t ^ ^ ^ t ^ , the exponential approaches
unity and

0.

Note that P ^ , P ^ , P^, and P^ all represent, like

^Ai* t*ie Probability that

is classified a 1.

For Case 3, P ^ P. . when both t
and t 0 are large.
J
A1
PI
Pz
either of t . or t _ is very small, P ^
Pi
P2
->

When

1.

For Case 4, P^== P^^ when both t^^ and t^

are large.

Also,

Pj/= 0 when the input vector is very close to either of the class 0
vectors it is mapped between.

CHAPTER 4

PREDICTION OF RECOGNIZER ERROR RATE

Input vectors mapped onto the A axis in the controller are
assigned a classification according to the probability function and
autocorrelation.

In general, however, there is no easily expressible

relationship between a vector,

, and its magnitude, S^, unless the

position of A^ on the A axis is very similar to the position of
the S axis for all vectors A^.

on

These positions can be made similar

by assuming that the weights, w^, in (1) are ordered in a continually
decreasing fashion from w^ to w^ for N dimensional Boolean vectors.
The positions of A^ and

are exactly the same if the weights are so

ordered and represent consecutive powers of 2, i.e., w^= 2
from 1 to N.

N-i

for i

The analysis on the recognizer error rate is based on

the assumption that the weights are so ordered and have the values as
just mentioned.
Ihe total probability of error can be expressed as the sum of
the joint probabilities of error of the four cases of possible vector
mappings which are summarized in Chapter 3.

P(error) = P(error,Case 1) + P(error,Case 2)
+ P(error,Case 4)

20

P(error,Case 3)

21
This can be rewritten in terms of the corresponding conditional proba
bilities .

P(error) = P(error|Case l)P(Case 1) + P(error|Case 2)P(Case 2)

+ P(errorj Case 3)P(Case 3) + P(errorj Case 4 ) P(Case 4)

(8)
The recognizer commits an error whenever the desired classification of an input vector is different from the classification of
the single nearest vector to the input vector (or next larger vector
if the input vector is mapped onto a partition).
defined as the probability that

A l s o , since P ^

is

is classified a 1, the conditional

probabilities in (8) can be written in terms of (4) through (7) as
follows:

P(error| Case

1) = 1 - P^

P(error|Case

2) = P^

P(error|Case

3) = 1 - P^

P (errorI Case

4) = P,

1

4

For slowly varying probability functions with no discontin
uities, the following approximation holds.

Because 25 ’'learning" vectors are initiallyused,
limit on t is 1/25 of the A axis length.

theupper

The average value

of

decreases as more input vectors are received by the recognizer.

t
The

probabilities of the various cases occurring in (8) can now be found.

P(Case 1) = P(Ai=l)P(Ai=0) = PA i (l-PAi)

I(Case 2) = PA i (l-PAi>
^ 2
P(Case 3) = P ^
2
P(Case 4) = (l-PAi)

Substituting back into (8),

P(error) *

+ P2PA i (1-PAi> + “ - ^ A i
2

Average

T p (error) (

=

P(error)

(10)

i-0
n = 2N
N = the number of dimensions of the
Boolean vectors

The expression for average probability of error can be applied
to calculate both an initial error rate and final error rate for the
recognizer.

The initial error rate is defined as the probability of

error in classifying the first input vector.

When this first one is

introduced, the 25 "learning" vectors are already present.

In this

investigation the number of vectors possible is 2 ^ - 1 or 8191.
Initially, the average distance between vectors, the average t, is
greater than 300.

Assuming a range of from .02 to .50 for "a", the

value of the exponential in (3) is negligible.

Applying this fact

to (9),

P(error) initial = PA i (l-PAi)2 + PA i (l-PAi) + PA i O - P Ai)
2
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An interesting case arises when there is no autocorrelation;
the pattern is entirely described by the probability function.

When

this happens the relationships in (4) to (7) are simplified as
follows:

P1 - P2 = P3 = P4 = PAi
Substituting these relationships into (9), (11) is obtained in this
case for both the initial and final error rate.

This means that

there is no improvement in classification ability as more vectors
are submitted; therefore the recognizer does not "learn".

This

result is obviously undesirable, and it indicates the importance of
assuming autocorrelation.
The calculation of the final error rate is a more complicated
process.

Hie recognizer can only classify 5200 of the possible 8191

vectors.

In order to compute the final error rate, an average dis

tance between vectors must be found.

I = 8191 „ 1-57
5200
This can only apply as long as no two vectors are mapped with the
same magnitude.

Since the closest vectors on each side of an input

vector must be accounted f or, it is more convenient to work with
2t = 3.14 as the sum of the two average distances.
The probability of two vectors being a certain distance apart
is approximated by applying the Poisson distribution.

Hie distances,

2t, are discrete quantities, integers, allowing the Poisson density
formula to be applied, given by (12).

The Poisson distribution has been chosen because of two reasons.

One

is that the mapping of vectors onto the A axis is of a homogeneous
nature since vectors are supposedly generated in a purely random
fashion.

Another reason is that there is a large number of vectors

distributed over the A axis.
The cases for which 2t is 2, 3, 4, or 5 occur a large per
centage of the time; it is approximated that they occur all the time,
because the variable 2t cannot be 0 or 1 in the model used.

Table 1

shows the absolute probabilities computed from (12) , and the corres
ponding adjusted probabilities.

TABLE 1
PROBABILITIES OF OCCURRENCES OF VALUES OF 2t

2t

Absolute
Probability

Adjusted
Probability

0

.043

.000

1

.136

.000

2

.213

.295

3

.223

.309

4

.175

.243

5

.110

.153

Total

.900

1.000
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Figure 11 illustrates all the possible combinations of vectors
for each one of the four assumed values of 2 t.

The

shown mapped between two class 1 vectors as in Case

inputvector

is

3.

P(error|Case 3) = .295P(error|Case 3 ,2t=2)

+ .309P(error|Case 3,2t=3)
+ .243P(error jCase 3,21=4)
-f .153P(error| Case 3 ,2t=5)

All the conditional probabilities on the right hand

sideof

(13)

(13) are

computed in a manner similar to that in (14) below.

(14)

P(error|Case 3 ,2t=2) = 1 - P.

When there are two combinations for a given value of 2t (shown in
Figure 11), it is assumed that both occur with equal frequency, and
an average is taken for the two conditional probabilities.

Once

P(error|Case 3) has been calculated, the probabilities of error, given
the other cases, are found the same w a y .

The probabilities thus

obtained are substituted into (8) to compute the expression for total
probability of error.
puted from (10).

Then the average probability of error is com

This procedure is carried out in detail in a numer

ical example in Chapter 6.
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2t = 2

X -O

-X-

2t - 3

M 3 -------X-- A

2t = 4-------- X— M 3

X

-

A

X— A

------- X—0 —

X 0

---

X----A

2t = 5

--- X— — g

X----A

Figure 11

Possible vector mappings on the A axis for values of 2t

CHAPTER 5

COMPUTER SIMULATION OF PARALLEL PLANE RECOGNIZER

The entire recognition system simulation is composed of three
parts: a process for generation of pseudo-random numbers (input vec
tors), a controller which generates the desired classifications based
on the probability function, and the parallel plane recognizer.
system has been illustrated in Figure 4.

Hie

The major constraints are

the size of core memory (10,000 words in the IBM 7072) and a reason
able program running time (20 minutes).
The generation of 5200 unduplicated pseudo-random Boolean
vectors is accomplished by the computation of Fibonacci numbers,
2
N^,

which are obtained by the recurrence relation

N k = Nk-1 + Nk-2

k=3,4,5,......

The original numbers (decimals) are chosen relatively prime and having
non-zero leading digits in their binary equivalents.
modulo 2
of 2

13

.

13

The resultant,

, forms a pseudo-random sequence of length of the order

The set of 5200 vectors used, which makes up 63% of the 8191

possible, represents the approximate maximum sequence length for this
method, as found by experiment.

Thirteen dimensional vectors were

chosen because of the limitation of the size of core memory.
The computer simulation of this process utilizes subscripted
variables.

The simulation is based on the fact that two bits of
28
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information can be stored in one word location and then separately
studied without losing any information, by using the proper logic.
The Boolean vectors operated on by the pseudo-random vector generating
process and the controller are actually in decimal form.

They are

converted to binary in the recognizer so that the magnitudes can be
computed with various sets of weights.
If a generated vector,

, is less than or equal to 6000, it

is stored in the lower five digits of location N(A^).

If A^ is

greater than 6000, it is stored in the upper five digits of location
N(A^-6000).

The computer initially sets every vector location to the

numerical value of that vector.

When a new vector is generated, it

is brought to the desired location where a comparison is made.
Several cases are possible, as shown below.

The numerical subscripts

represent the

decimaldigits in the given location.

Case (a).

N ( A ^ ) ^ = A^

N(Ai -6000)6-10 = A £

When Case (a)

occurs,

A^^6000

A t> 6000

the vector A^ is stored on magnetic tape and

the number in the specified core location is set to

Case (b).

N (A i)1„5 = 0

A^bOOO

N(A1 -6000)6_10 « 0

A j> 6000

zero.

The zero values for Case (b) indicate that the new vector is a dupli
cation.

It is discarded and another is generated.

The process
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continues until one of two events occurs:
1.

The number of unduplicated vectors (NUM) = 5224.

2.

The total number of vectors generated (NTTL) = 15000.

At this time the whole pseudo-random sequence of unduplicated vectors
is available on tape.
The controller receives vectors from tape, computes the
desired classifications, and stores the vectors.

The storage is

carried out as follows:

For A

6000,

N(A^) = N(A^) + 1

A^ in class 1

N(A^) = N(A^) + 2

For A ^ b O O O ,

A^ in class 0

N(Ai-6000) = N(A^-6000)
N(A^-6000) = N(Ai-6000)

+ 100

A £ in class 1

+ 200

A^ in class 0

It can be seen, for example, that when A^ is less than 2191, location
N(A^) might contain any one of the following numbers: 0,1,2,100,101,

102,200,201,202.
A vector cannot be stored until its desired classification is
known.

First, the probability of it being in class 1 is computed from

whichever of (4) through (7) is applicable.

The case is determined

by checking the vectors nearest the input vector location (on the A
axis) on each side for their classifications and distances away from
the input vector location.
sented as P^.

The probability thus computed is repre

Next, a pseudo-random number, VJ modulo 2 ^

(VJ is the

FORTRAN variable name assigned to this quantity), is generated, allow
ing possible duplication, and compared to 8191 times P ^ .

If 8191Pj^
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is larger9 the input vector is designated as class 1; otherwise it is
designated as class 0«

The number 8191 represents the largest decimal

value a Boolean vector of 13 dimensions would have.
Each time a classification is assigned to a new vector in this
manner * the vector is stored in the proper location.

It is also

stored on tape, along with its desired classification, so that the
original sequence is. not lost.

When all the vectors have been stored

on tape, all locations N(A^) are cleared and the computer is ready
for the recognizer classification phase.
The recognizer treats the storage of new vectors, based on •
desired classification, exactly like the controller.
"learning" vectors are read from tape and stored.

tors are received one at a time.

First, 25

Then the input vec

As stated earlier, the new vector

is classified by the recognizer according to the classification of the
nearest vector already present.

If the nearest vector is of class 0,

then the recognizer assumes the new vector to be of class 0.

If an

error in classification occurs, the error tally (NERR) is incremented.
The print-out consists of two columns.

One is for the "Input

Sequence", showing how many .input vectors have been classified (NTAL).
The other is for the 'dumber of Classification Errors" (NERR) at that•
point.

Because 5200 vectors are used, only every tenth classification

results in a print-out.
is shown in Figure 12.

A typical example for the first 100 vectors
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INPUT SEQUENCE

Figure 12

NUMBER OF CLASSIFICATION ERRORS

10

4

20

8

30

11

40

' 18

50

22

60

25

70

28

80

31

90

33

100

38

Sample print-out of recognizer simulation program

CHAPTER 6

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS
PERFORMED ON RECOGNITION SYSTEM

Several experiments were performed to test the generalization
capability of the recognizer.

The first experiment was designed to

i1lustrate the effect of assuming no autocorrelation.

The proba

bility function used, as shown in (15), was linear.

pai

=

-2

+ tiif*

The set of weights used was 41 in Table 2»
random sequences in Table 3 were used.

<l5>
Both sets of pseudo

The results, shown in Figure

13, verify the prediction that the recognizer does not "learn" when
no autocorrelation is assumed0

It should be noted that the results

are very nearly the same for both pseudo-random sequences.

The

initial and final classification error rates, and their respective
predicted values, are summarized in Table 4.
In all the other experiments, autocorrelation was assumed.
It was first decided to test the effect of varying the coefficient "a"
given in (3), on the recognizerperformance.

The probability

function assumed is given by (15), the set of weights was #1, and the
first pseudo-random sequence (Set 1) was used; when a=,25, both
sequences were used.
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TABLE 2
SETS OF WEIGHTS USED TO COMPUTE VECTOR MAGNITUDES

Set...
W1
w2
w3
w4
W5
W6
W7
w8
W9
w io
W 11
W 12
w 13

#1

#2

4096

4096

1

2048

2048

2

1024

1024

4

512

512

8

256

256

16

128

128

32

64

32

64

32

64

128

16

16

256

8

4

512

4

8

1024

2

1

2048

1

2

4096

#3

The results of varying "a" are given in Figure 14.

In all

eases the recognizer exhibits some "learning", shown by the decrease
in the error rate as more vectors are submitted.

The letter "a"

represents the average number of zero crossings per unit of A, or in
other words, the reciprocal of the average number of vectors between
two given adjacent partitions.

Therefore, it is expected that a

decrease in "a" would result in greater autocorrelation and conse
quently better classification capability.

This is clearly indicated
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TABLE 3
PARAMETER VALUES FOR PSEUDO-RANDOM SEQUENCES

Set...

Set 1

Set 2

8041

7387

5187

5767

5767

6765

7387

5893

Ni
Nz
VJ1
VJ2

in Figure 14.

When both pseudo-random sequences are used, the error

rates are approximately equal.
Another experiment was designed to see if the same type of
behavior, with autocorrelation (a=.25), occurred with probability
functions other than (15).

The functions are as follows:

PAi ‘ s g j

0^*^4096
(16)

=

p

1 -

= -L.

Ai

PAi =

JiT

? (A.-4096)
8191

4096^4^8191

e * ( A .-3000)2/ 2 (2000)2
1

a7)
K

.5

Graphical illustrations of (15), (16), (17), and (18) are shown in
Figure 15.
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.95

Ai

1.

Ai

.20
8191

4096

8191

(b)

(a)

Ai

Ai
.80

.50
.23
.03
3000

8191 i

8191
(d)

(c)

Figure 15

Graphs of probability functions used, (a) Equation (15),
(b) Equation (16), (c) Equation (17), (d) Equation (18)

The results of
shown in Figure 16 and
recognizer "learning".

using thedifferent probabilityfunctions
summarized in Table 4.

are

Each curve indicates

The computation of initial and final error

rates for the first three probability functions are discussed below.
For the function defined by (15),
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j
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50001 L,

40
8191
2_ ' X

,

8191

.45A,

.5625A.

+

= 2(.16 + .225 - .1875)

= .395

To calculate the final error rate, every possible vector
mapping is accounted for.

The cases are illustrated in Figure 11 and

application is made of (13).

P (error]Case 1) = .29S(1-FA 1) (l-e'“ 5 + .309(l-PA i) (l-e"2(-25)2)

+ %(.243>(1-PA1) |\ - e '2(-25)1-5 * 1 . e ‘" j

+ %(.153)(1-Pa .) ^ l - e ' 2(,25)1-33+ i-e *2 ( -25)6j

295(1-PA1)(1) + .309(1-PA1)(.632)

+ .243(1-PA1)(.764) + .153(1-PA1 ) (.719)

785(1^)

In the same manner,

P(error|Case 2) = .785

P(error| Case 3) = .298(1-?^)

P(error|Case 4) = .298P^^

Now substituting these results into (8) ,

P(error)final = .785PA i (l-PA i )2 + .785PA .(l-PAi)

+ .298PA 1 (1-PA1) + .298PA i (l-PAi )2

- 1.083PA 1 (1-PA .)2 + l . O S J P ^ O - P ^ )

= 1.083 [p a1 - 2P21 + P ^ + PA1 - P ^ J

- 1.083PA 1 (l-PAi)

= .54IP (error)initial

Average

(error)final^

= .SAlAverage ^P(error)initial^
= .541(.395)
= .214

For the function defined in (16), only half the function need
be studied because of symmetry.
4095

Average £p(error)initialj = ^ 9 5

^
A,-!

(1

-

)

42
'
~

2
4095

2

3

Ai

Ai

(4095)2

*

4095

3(4095)

= .333

The final error rate is calculated in the same manner as before.

Average £ p (error)final^ = ,541Average

(error)ini tial^

= .54K.333)
= .181

For the function defined in (17) with ^ =3000, (T =2000, and
£*7=

16(106)
2 TT (Tl

J

16(106)

e "(Ai-^A ) /2(J£~)

2 i/fr <r

8191

Average ^P(error)initial^ =

8191V
1

PAi^lwPAi^ dAi
Ai'
Ai

8191
~

2
I
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8191
8000
8191
1

8191
smfffT

r

dAi

The integrals are now in the proper form for normalization.

For the

first integral.

yR1Q1 =

A i * Z4*

=

8191-3000

=

= 2.59

2000

_

-1.50

For the second integral,

.
8191

y

=

81.91-3000
1414

3 -66

-2.12

1

Average

(error)initialj =

[.9952-.0668J

= .366

Average

(error)f inalj = .541 (.366)
.198

-

g ig^[;9998-.017oj

nr
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The last experiment performed on the recognizer was designed
to test the effect of using different sets of weights.

The results,

shown in Figure 17, indicate that the best set is the original in
which

for all vectors.
The results in Table 4 summarize the r e c o g n i z e r g e n e r a l 

ization capability and the accuracy of the theoretical predictions.
The results are probabilistic, of course, and therefore no one
measurement of error rate will give an accurate estimate.

In order

to present the results more clearly, two values of experimental error
rates are given for both initial and final cases.

The initial values

are given after 50 and 100 vectors have been submitted; the final
values are given for the last 100 and last 500 vectors submitted.
Smaller intervals are used for measuring the initial error rate
because the rate changes much more rapidly at the beginning.
The experimental error rates agree with the predicted error
rates to within 1 to 5 percentage points.

This difference is the most

significant when the error rates are very low; this occurs for the
cases of high autocorrelation (a=.02, 3=. 10)..

For these cases the

results were much better than predicted, due to. nonlinearities caused
by the high autocorrelation.

More specifically, the probability that

a vector is mapped between two vectors of the same class is much
higher than the originally estimated
class 0.

2

for class 1 or (1-P^)

2

for

The increase in probability is due to the fact that many

more vectors of the same class are grouped together.
It was found by a check of the memory locations at the end
of a sequence of 5200 vectors, that the actual percentages of
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TABLE 4
SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS PERFORMED ON THE RECOGNIZER

Ef
(100)

Ef
(500)

.380

.395

.300

.376

.340

.350

.395

.350

.408

.395

.380

.290

.098

.030,

.052

a=„ 10

.395

.400

.340

.147

.090

.118

a=. 25
(Set 1)
(Set 2)

.395

.440

.380

.214

.190

.230

.395

.340

.330

.214

.240

.226

a=.50

.395

.440

.390

.278

.270

.322

(16)

.333

.300

.300

.181

.150

.170

(17)

.366

.380

.370

.198

.170

.188

(18)

.500

.460

.430

.271

.240

.262

#1

.395

.440

.380

.214

.190

.230

.420

.410

.280

.266

.500

.520

.620

.628

®i
Ei
Pred. (50)

(1) No autoSet 1
correlation
Set 2

.395

.400

.395

a=„02

(2) Linear
function
Equation
(15)

(3) Other
functions

(4) Varying
weights

Ei
(100)

%
Pred.

Test

#2
#3

“
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occurrences of the values of 2 1 varied from the approximated (ad
justed) values given in Table 1.
in Table 5.

These differences are illustrated

This seems to indicate that, although the pseudo

random process may generate vectors distributed approximately u ni
formly, there are still some symmetries present which affect the
randomness.
It was also decided to test the distribution of the undupli
cated pseudo-random vectors for uniformity.

For a perfectly uniform

distribution, the mean and standard deviation are calculated as
follows:
8191
Mean

i

Variance =

= 4096

8191

I

-2
8191
4096

2

Standard deviation = G*— = (Variance)^
= 2364

The actual and theoretical values are summarized in Table 6
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TABLE 5
ACTUAL AND APPROXIMATED PROBABILITIES FOR 2t
AFTER 5200 VECTORS HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED

2t

Approximated
(adjusted)
Probability

2

.295

.200

3

.309

.400

4

.243

.400

5

.153

.000

Actual
Probability

TABLE 6
RESULTS OF TEST ON UNIFORMNESS OF PSEUDO-RANDOM VECTOR SEQUENCES

Set
1

2

Theoretical

Experimental

A.

4096

4094

.05%

<5T;

2364

2365

.04%

4096

4104

.20%

2364

2359

.21%

Parameter

Xi

% Error

CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS

The main purpose of this investigation has been to determine
the extent of the generalization capability in the parallel plane
recognizer * and to investigate factors which seem to influence this
capability.

Factors that were considered were the assumption of auto

correlation and no autocorrelation, variation of the autocorrelations
use of different probability functions, and variation of weights*
Another purpose has been to see if the generalization capability, if.
any, could be predicted to some degree of accuracy.

It was necessary

to simulate the whole recognition process on the digital computer, and
particularly to be able to generate a genuine random sequence of
numbers.
It was found that the parallel plane recognizer definitely
exhibits a generalization capability when autocorrelation is assumed.
However, when the recognizer is used to classify a vector pattern
described only by a probability function, the initial error rate equals
the final error rate; thus no "learning" takes place.
The amount and nature of autocorrelation will vary with the
physical system under study.

A decreasing value of "a" represents an

increasing number of vectors of the same class between any given two
adjacent partitions.

Therefore, decreasing "a" causes the general

ization capability to increase.

The rate of correct classification
49
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did not reach 100%, although it approached that figure for high auto
correlation*

This is explained by the fact that some percentage of

the time vectors are mapped onto partitions *

Whenever this occurs s

the probability of error is always ^ A i ^ ^ A i ^ * s iigure somewhat
greater than zero*

In order to obtain a rate of 95% or better, it

was necessary to use an unlikely low value of .02 for "a” .
Different probability functions were applied 3 and it was found
that the recognizer exhibited the same type of generalisation capa
bility for all functions.

This is shown by the curves in Figure 16,

which all have the same shape *

The initial and final error rates,

however, varied with the different functions' used.

This was to be

expected because the average probability of error9 found in (10), is
dependent upon the given probability function.
One of the most important considerations in this recognition
system is the proper selection of a set of weights, w , that will most
i
effectively separate a function of two classes.

In this investigation

it was. felt that the best set of weights would be one which was
ordered in a continually decreasing fashion.

The set used for the

experiments was ordered in continually decreasing powers of 2 such
that A = S . for all vectors submitted6

This constraint was designed

to allow the existence of autocorrelation to have some effect on the
recognizer.

Tne curves in Figure 17 indicate that this constraint

was necessary.

It is seen that- when all the weights were completely

changed around, the recognizer not only did not "learn", but the error
rate became continually worse.

When only a few weights were changed.
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the recognizer exhibited some "learning** capability, but the error
rate was higher than for the original set of weights»

These results

indicate that the weights should be ordered in some way such that
Af” Sie

Then the .introduction of autocorrelation into the pattern

recognition system will have meaning.
It was found that the results of tests on the recognizer could
be reasonably predicted.

Hie theoretical and experimental error rates

agreed to within 5 percentage points of each other in all the tests.
The discrepancies were not particularly significant except when the
autocorrelation was high.

Furthermore, in almost every case the

experimental error rate was lower than that of the theoretical.

This

appeared to be caused by a nonlinear assignment of classifications to
vectors mapped onto the A axis.

The theoretical predictions were

based upon linear approximations of the method of assignment of classi
fications.
linearity

Consequently, when "a" was reduced to .02, the nonwas most pronounced, and the difference between the

theoretical and experimental values became very significant.
Another factor which seems to have caused discrepancies be
tween experimental and theoretical error rates was the existence of
patterns in the pseudo-random sequences.

This was discussed in detail

in Chapter 6 (Table 5)•' In future experiments, much care should be
taken in the selection of suitable starting values for the pseudo
random vector generating process.
In this investigation it was seen that the recognizer had a
generalization capability under certain conditions.

It was also seen
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that this capability could be improved to some extent.
remain, however.

Many problems

One obvious problem is the need to make the recog

nizer able to approach a zero error rate (a 100% correct classifi
cation rate) for a finite number of input vectors submitted.
For one aspect of this problem, in this investigation it was
found that mappings of vectors onto partitions•resulted in a signifi
cant classification error probability.

In order to decrease the

number of mappings onto partitions, it will probably be necessary to
reduce the number of partitions used.

This could be accomplished by

noting symmetries in the patterns and by choosing -specific weights
(with the correct ordering) to map a large number of vectors of the
same class to a small number of points.

In an earlier investigation,

when working with Boolean representations of block letters as the
basic patterns 9 the symmetries were relatively easy to detect.

This

method proved very successful in reducing the number of partitions
and improving the error rate.
Also, a means of reducing the number of partitions might be
for the recognizer to change the set of weights at some convenient
time during the recognition process, according to mapping symmetries
observed up to that point.
Another problem is to find what specific factors are involved
in the optimization of the generalization capability of the recog
nizer.

Once a method is known for obtaining a zero error rate, mod

ifications should be made so that the final rate is acquired in a
minimum amount of time.
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Finallys the system will have to be made practical„

The par

allel plane recognizer must be realistic enough to be able to general
ize on patterns in actual physical systems„

Also, the cost of

construction must be within reasonable limits.

APPENDIX A

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF RECOGNITION SYSTEM SIMULATION

Start

Read starting values for

±______
Print-out tally
ISQ-IO

______________ x___________
No. of unduplicated vectors
NUM=0
__________________ t ______________

Total no. of vectors generated
NTTL-0

K-l

NBIN(K)=2K ''1
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N (K) =N (K)-f (K+6000) 10
K=K+1

K:2190

N3:0

> NTTL=NTTLr4 l

N3:8192

N3:6000

N(N3):0

N3:2190

N(N3):4096

N(N3-6000)=
N(N3-6000)-10 N3

N(N3):10D (N3+6000

N(N3)=N(N3)-N3

NTTL=NTTLH-1

Write tape 3
N3

NTTL:15000

*

N1=N2

N2=N3
Print
HUM,NTTL

Read set of weights
(NWT)

Rewind 3,4

K=1

N(K) =0

K:6000

Largest possible vector
NTTL=8191

5
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Write tape 4
NTTL,KLASS
'r

Input vector tally
NTAL=2
ir
Read tape 3
Input vector (K)
J=J-1
J=K

TK»K

J:6000

J: 0

DL=1000

N(J):2

>L

N(J):0

N(J):102

N(J):10i

N(J):20
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DL=K-J

J=K

J:6000
10

N(J):2

KLASS:1

N(J):10?>-

N(J):10O

N(J):201
DR: DL

KASE=4
KLASS:1

>

KASE®3

KASE=2

KASE=1
> KASE=2

DR: DL
73TK
8191
* KASE=5
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KASE?

TEMP=

DR*DL
DR-DL

* < TEMP: 50

DR*DL
DL-DR

TEMP: 50

DR*DL
DR+DL

TEMP: 50

DR*DL
DR+DL

TEMP:50>=-

PROB=PROB+(l-PROB)e~2A(TEMP)

PROB=PROB(l-e

VJ=VJ1+VJ2

PROB=8191(PROB)

VJ:8192

-ZA(TEMP)
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VJ1=VJ2

PROB: VJ

K:6000

K:6000

N (K-6000)=N(K-6000)4100

N(K-6000)=N(K-6000)+200

L=13

M=1

M=Hfl

K: NBIN

HAG=MAG+NWT(H)

K=K-NBIN(L)

L=L-1

Write tape 4
Vector magnitude (MAG)
Vector desired class (KLASS)

^
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NTAL

f

HTAL^NTALf1

Rewind 4

K=1

K:6000

Read tape 4
K,KLASS

K:6000

KLASS:0>^

K:6000

N(K)=N(K)f2

N(K-6000)*N(K-6000)+200

N(K-6000)=N(K-6000)fl00

J: 25
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No. of errors
NERR=0
26
Read tape 4
Vector magnitude (K)
Desired class (NKLAS)

J=K

J: 0

>

DL-1000

N(J):2

J:6000
J=J-1

> Xi

N(J):102

N(J):0
20

N(J):100,
J=K

22

N(J):20
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J :6000
J=J+1
23

N(J):2

N(J):0

KLASS:1

N(J):102

N(J):100

DR=J-K

DR: DL

24

KLASS:1

> KASE=3
KASE=2
KASE=5

KASE=2
DR-J-K

KASE=1

DR: DL

KASE=1

K:6000

^

N(K-6000)=N(K-6000)4100

NKLAS: 0

->■<-

K:6000

N(K-6000)=N(K-6000)+200

^
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KASE? > *

NKLAS:0

HC

KASE?

2.4.5
t

1,3

V
NERR=NERR+1
^

r

1.3

2 .4«5__

NTALiIS

Print Inp»ut sequence (ISQ),
Classification errors (NERR)

ISQ=ISQ4-10

NTAL=NTAL4-1

NTALrNUM
55

NUM « N U m

><27)

APPENDIX B

FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR IBM 7072

1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19

20
21

DIMENSION N(6000),NBIN(13),NWT(13>
READ 1000,NI,N2,VJ1,VJ2,A
PRINT 1001,N1SN2,VJ1SVJ2,A
ISQ=10
NUM=0
NTTL=0
DO 1 K=1,13
NBIN(K)=2**(K-1)
DO 2 K=1,6000
N (K) =K
DO 3 K=1,2190
N(K)=N(K)+(K+6000)*100000
N3=N1+N2
IF (N3) 5,5,6
NTTL=NTn>l
GO TO 18
IF (N3-8192) 8,5,7
N3=N3-8192
IF (N3-6000) 9,9,14
IF (N3-2190) 10,10,11
IF (N(N3)-4096) 11,11,12
IF (N(N3)) 16,5,16
IF (N(N3)-(N3+6000)*100000) 5,5,13
N(N3)=N(N3)-N3
GO TO 17
IF (N3-N(N3-6000)/100000) 5,15,5
N(N3-6000)=N(N3-6000)-N3*100000
GO TO 17
N(N3)=0
NUM=>NUM*1
NTTL=NTTLfl
WRITE TAPE 3,N3
IF (NUM-5224) 18,18,20
IF (NTTL-15000) 19,20,20
N1=N2
N2=N3
GO TO 4
PRINT 1002,NUM.NTTL
NUM=NUMH
READ 1003,NWT
PRINT 1004,NWT
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REWIND 3
REWIND 4
DO 22 K=l,6000
22 N(K)=0
N(2191)=100
NTTL=8191
KLASS=1
WRITE TAPE 4,NTTL,KLASS
NTAL»2

23 READ TAPE 3,K
J=K
TK=K
24 IF (J) 25,25,26
25 DL=1000.
KLASS=0
GO TO 33
26 IF (J-6000) 27,27,28
27 IF (N(J)-2) 120,31,121
120 IF (N(J)) 29,29,30
121 IF (N(J)”102) 122,31,123
122 IF (N(J)-IOO) 29,29,30
123 IF (N(J)-201) 29,30,31
28 IF (N(J-6000)Z100-1) 29,30,31
29 J=J-1
GO TO 24
30 KLASS=1
GO TO 32
31 KLASS=C!
32 DL=K-J
33 J=K
34 IF (J-6000) 35,35,36
35 IF (N(J)-2) 124,39,125
124 IF (N(J)) 37,37,38
125 IF (N(J)-102) 126,39,127
126 IF (N(J)-IOO) 37,37,38
127 IF (N(J)-201) 37,38,39
36 IF (N(J-6000)/100-1) 37,38,39
37 J=J+1
GO TO 34
38 IF (KLASS-1) 40,41,41
39 IF (KLASS-1) 42,43,43
40 DR-J-K
GO TO 44
41 KASE=3
GO TO 48
42 KASB=4
GO TO 48
43 DR=J-K
IF (DR-DL) 45,46,47
44 IF (DR-DL) 47,46,45
45 KASE=2

GO TO 48
46 KASE=5
GO TO 48
47 KASE=1
48 PROB=.2+.75*TK/8191.
DR=J-K
GO TO (49,51,53,54,55),KASE
49 TEMP=ABSF(DS*DL/(DR-DL))
IF (TEMP-50.) 50,50,55
50 PROB=PROBHl. -PR0B)*EXPEF(-2.*A*TO1P)
GO TO 55
51 TEMP=ABSF(DR*DL/(DR-DL))
IF (TEMP-50.) 52,52,55
52 PROB=PROB*(l.-EXPEF(-2.*A*TEMP))
GO TO 55
53 TEMP=DR*DL/(DR+DL)
IF (TEMP-50.) 50,50,55
54 TEMP=DR*DL/(DR+DL)
IF (TEMP-50.) 52,52,55
55 VJ=VJ1+VJ2
PROB=PROB*8191.
IF (VJ-8192.) 57,56,56
56 VJ-VJ-8192.
57 VJ1=VJ2
VJ2“VJ
IF (PROB-VJ) 58,61,61
58 KLASS-0
IF (K-6000) 59,59,60
59 N(K)«N(K)+2
GO TO 64
60 N(K-6000)=N(K-6000)+200
GO TO 64
61 KLASS=1
IF (K-6000) 62,62,63
62 N(K)=N(K)+1
GO TO 64
63 N(K-6000)=N(K-6000)+100
64 L=13
M=1
MAG=0
65 IF (K-NBIN(l)) 67,66,66
66 K=K-NBIN(L)
MAG=MAG+NWT(M)
67 IF (L-l) 69,69,68
68 L=L-1
M=Mfl
GO TO 65
69 WRITE TAPE 4,MAG,KLASS
IF (NTAL-NUM) 70,71,71
70 NTAL*=NTAIrf 1

GO TO 23
71 REWIND 4
BO 72 K=1,6000
72 N(K)=0
J=1
73 READ TAPE 4,K,KLASS
IF (KLASS) 74,74,77
74 IF (K-6000) 75,75,76
75 N(K)=N(K)+2
GO TO 80
76 N(K-6000)=N(K-6000)+200
GO TO 80
77 IF (K-6000) 78,78,79
78 N(K)=N(K)+1
GO TO 80
79 N(K-6000)=N(K-6000)+100
80 IF (J-25) 81,82,82
81 J=J+1
GO TO 73
82 NUM=NUM-25
NTAL=1
NERR=0
83 READ TAPE 4 ,K,NKLAS
J=K
TK»K
84 IF (3) 85,85,86
85 DL=1000.
KLASS“0
GO TO 93
86 IF (J-6000) 87,87,88 6
87 IF (N(J)-2) 128,91,129
128 IF (N(J)) 89,89,90
129 IF (N(J)-102) 130,91,131
130 IF (N(J)-IOO) 89,89,90
131 IF (N(J)-201) 89,90,91
88 IF (N(J-6000)/100=1) 89,90,91
89 J=J-1
GO TO 84
90 KLASS=1
GO TO 92
91 KIASS=0
92 DL=K-J
93 J=K
94 IF (J-6000) 95,95,96
95 IF (N(J)-2) 132,99,133
132 IF (N(J)) 97,97,98
133 IF (N(J)-102) 134,99,135
134 IF (N(J)-IOO) 97,97,98
135 IF (N(J)-201) 97,98,99
96 IF (N(J-6000)/100-1) 97,98,99
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97 J=J+1
GO TO 94
98 IF (KLASS-1) 100,101,101
99 IF (KLASS-1) 102,103,103
100 DR=J-K
GO TO 104
101 KASE=3
GO TO 108
102 KASE=4
GO TO 108
103 DR=3-K
IF (DR-DL) 105,106,107
104 IF (DR-DL) 107,106,105
105 KASE=2
GO TO 108
106 KASE=5
GO TO 108
107 KASE=1
- 108 IF (NKLAS) 136,136,137
136 IF (K-6000) 138,138,139
137 IF (K-6000) 140,140,141
138 N (K) =4?(K)+2
GO TO 142
139 N(K-6000)=N(K-6000)+200
GO TO 142
140 N(K)=N(K)+1
GO TO 142
141 N(K-6000)=N(K~6000)+100
142 IF (NKLAS) 109,109,110
109 GO TO (111,112,111,112,112),KASE
110 GO TO (112,111,112,111,111),KASE
111 NERR=NERR+1
112 IF (NTAL-ISQ) 114,113,113
113 PRINT 1005,ISQ,NERR
ISQ=ISQ+-10
114 IF (NTAL-NUM) 115,116,116
115 NTAL=NTALf1
GO TO 83
116 NUH=NUM+25
GO TO 21
1000 FORMAT (2I10,2F10.0,F10.2)
1001 FORMAT (11H INPUT DATA//5H N1 =,I8,5X,4HN2 =,I8,/6H VJ1 =,F10.0,
1 5X.5HVJ2 =,F10.0/4H A =,F10.2)
1002 FORMAT (/43H NUMBER OF UNDUPLICATED VECTORS GENERATED =,110/
1 38H NUMBER OF VECTORS GENERATED (TOTAL) =,110//)
1003 FORMAT (1315)
1004 FORMAT (15H WEIGHTS USED =,13I5///10X,14HINPUT SEQUENCE,10X,
1 31HNUMBER OF CLASSIFICATION ERRORS/)
1005 FORMAT (15X,I4,28X,I4)
• ,
END
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